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Abrmt-kadori management, a way to mck mobb aubsedbm for 
senice d e b %  plays a very 6igniAmnt mle In the currmt and the future 
wireless mobile artwork8 in rffecdvely delivering servieea to the mob* 
oIcn on the mOVL M,ny h.vr brcn pmpoaed .nd innadg.tcd 
ort~ad~ely in the  art drude Howover, 
urrled out either under SlmpUltir usomptioar on some time variable or 

iavesapnte the tradwff (con) analysis for locadon mmagommt scheme 

xanfingScheme (PFS) and pment andyticd fonnohe to compote the tow 
colts. NomerIcfr.1 rerulh show that the trrditiond ap0neIId.l appmrima- 
don may lead to lneomft drdrion making In the laation mmagement 
scheme nowevv, our a n m e a l  ,-ita be ellti,. osed to find the .p 
pmprhte parsmeters In PFS. 

currently visiting the associated RA. There are two basic op- 
erations in the location management registration and location 
tracking. The registration is the process that a mobile informs 
the system of its current location. Whenever and wherever a 
mobile user travels in the system's coverage, the mobile's 10- 

p,.h,nnsnco 

dmnhlioN. In this P"W5 we P" new .nd@cd appmach 10 cation will be reponed to the HLR (repistration) according to 
under ridy "sumption. io this we rmUr hlnrer F ~ ~ -  some strategies. When a call =Nice arriving to the mobile, the 

location information in HLR will be used to locate (find) the 
mobile, men the mobile a new U, a temporary record 
will be created in the VLR of the visited system, and the VLR 
will then send a registration message to the HLR. 

The signaling traffic due tofnd and registration can he sig- 
nificant. Various schemes to reduce such traffic have been pro- 

proposed and 1, service to a mobile user, the location of a called mobile shown significant improvement over Is41 scheme when the 
user must be determined within a certain he limit mefore the frequency of the incoming calls is high with respect to the mo- 

the bility. To reduce the signaling traffic from the mobile to HLR, 
mobile users that move.fromplace to place in the coVerrlge area thepointerfonvordingscheme ([91) was proposed based on the 
of a wireless mobile network or in the coverage area ofrnultiple observation that it may be better to setup a forwarding pointer 
co,,,,,,unica~ons networks working tog&er fulfill the grand from the previous VLR to avoid more expensive registration op- 
vision of ubiquitous communications. n u s ,  the locaticln man- erations from the mobile. By storing location profile, registra- 

agement (also called mobility management) is a key component 
for the effective operations of wireless networks to deliver wire- (Eve bcation algorithm (AM) and two location algorithm flu) 
less Internet services (see [4] and references therein). ([ 121 and references therein). Observing that the signaling cost ne coverage area ofa wireless cellular network is populated can significantly affected by the location database distribution, 
with base stations, each of which is responsible for communi- P O  and Akyildiz proposed the local anchor scheme to local- 
cations ofthe mobile mveling in its coverage area called ize the regismtion traffic (171) and the dynamic hierarchical 
cells. A group of cells form a registration aEa (MI, which is database architecture using directorv registem ([W. Alfhowh 
managed by mobile witching center (MSC) directly connect- most studies focus on the second generation personal cornu- 
ing to the backbone wireline networks %& as public Switched nications networks @"), all location management schemes 

eration wireless networks, the standard signaling protocols IS- Signaling traffic cost analysis relies on many factors such 
41 ([ll) and GSM MAP ([21) are used, in which two-level hi- as terminating call arrivals and users' mobility. Cost analysis 
erarchical strategies with a two-tier system of Home Location of most location management schemes were carried out under 
Register (HLR) and Visitor Location Register (VLR) databases the assumption that some time variables are exponentially dis- 
are developed. The HLR stores the user profiles of its registered tributed. For example, the time between two served calls, which 
mobiles, which include information such as the mobile's iden- we called inter-service time (f6]), was usually assumed to be 
tification number, the type of services subscribed, the quality exponentially distributed. Even if the call arrivals terminating 
of service (QoS) requirements and the-current location infor- at a mobile, say, 7, can be approximately modeled by Poisson 
mation. The VLR stores replications of users' profiles and the process, the inter-service time is not identical to the inter-arrival 
temporary identification number for those mobiles wlsich are time due to the busy-line effect ([6]), i.e., some call arrivals for 

I .  INTRODUCTION 
N wireless mobile networks, in order to effectively deliver posed. In [IO], the location cache scheme 

is blocked), bcation is used to 

traffic he reduced. This idea leads to the 

Telephone Network (PSW).  In the second and some third gen- be in the future generation wireless networks ([4i). 

the mobile 7 may be blocked because 7 is serving another 
tho ofi ee of call, hence the served calls are in fact a "sampled" Poisson pro- 

cess, thus will be most likely not Poisson process. Moreover, 
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due to the new trend of applications and user habits, even the 
inter-arrival time for the terminating calls to a mobile may not 
be exponentially distributed anymore. We observe that some 
adaptive or dynamic schemes for choosing some location man- 
agement parameters really depend on the explicit form of the 
overall cost ([ 131). it will be doubtful whether we can use these 
schemes in the future generation wireless networks. In this pa- 
per, we develop a new approach using more general modeling 
for the time variables involved and present general analytical 
results for the signaling cost analysis. Our results can be used 
to investigate the dynamic location management schemes. Due 
to page limitation, we will concentrate only on Pointer For- 
warding Scheme (PFS) in this paper. 

11. LOCATION MANAGEMENT SCHEMES 

A. IS-41 Scheme 

Before we present PFS, we briefly go overthe IS41 scheme 
(or GSM MAP). We use the terminology used in [9]. An op- 
eration move means that a mobile user moves from one RA to 
another while an operationfind is the process to determine the 
RA a mobile user is currently visiting. The move andfind in 
second generation location management schemes (such as in 
IS41 or GSM MAP) are called basic move and basicfind. In 
basic move operation, a mobile detects if it is in a new RA. 
If it is, it will sends a registration message to the new VLR, 
the VLR will send a message to HLR. The HLR will send a 
de-registration message to the old VLR, which will, upon re- 
ceiving the de-registration message, send HLR the cancellation 
conhat ion .  The HLR will also send a cancellation confirma- 
tion message to the new VLR In the basicfind, call to a mobile 
7 is detected at a local switch. If the called party is in the same 
RA, the connection can be setup directly without querying the 
HLR. Otherwise, the local switch (VLR) queries the HLR for 
the callee, then HLR will query the callee’s VLR. Upon receiv- 
ing callee’s location, the HLR will forward the location to the 
caller’s local switch. 

B. Fbinler Forwording Scheme (PFV 

The PFS modifies the move andfind as follows. When a mo- 
bile 7 moves from one RA to another, it will inform its local 
switch (and VLR) at the new RA, which will determine whether 
to invoke the basic move or the forwarding move. In the for- 
warding move, the new VLR exchanges messages with the old 
VLR to setup pointer from the old VLR to the new VLR, but 
does not involve the HLR. A subsequent call to the mobile 7 
from some other switches will invoke thejonvanlingfind pro- 
cedure to locate the mobile: queries the mobile’s HLR as in the 
basicfind, and obtains a “potentially outdated” pointer to the 
old VLR, which will then direct thefind to the new VLR using 
the pointer to locate the mobile 7. To ensure that the time taken 
by the forwardingfind is within the tolerable limit, the length 
of the chain of forwarding pointers must be limited. This can 
be done by setup the threshold for chain length to be a number, 
say, K,  i.e., whenever the mobile 7 crosses K RA boundaries, 

it will register itself through the basic move (i.e., basic regism- 
tion with HLR). In this way, the signaling traffic between the 
mobile and HLR can be curbed potentially. 

111. COST ANALYSIS 

In order to carry out location update cost analysis, we need 
to model some of the time variables appropriately and com- 
pute the probability distribution of the number of RA boundary 
crossings, which is characterized in detail in [6]. 

A .  Pmbability Distribution of the Number ofBoundary Cmss- 

Assume that the incoming calls to a mobile terminal, say, 7, 
form a Poisson process, the time the mobile terminal stays in 
a registration area (RA) (also called the RA residence time) has 
a general non-lattice distribution. We will derive the probabil- 
ity a ( K )  that a mobile terminal moves across K RAs between 
two served calls arriving to the mobile terminal 7. The time be- 
tween the end of a call served and the start of the following call 
served by the mobile terminal is called fhe infer-service time. 

Let t l ,  tz , .  . . denote the RA residence times and rl denotes 
the residual RA residence time (Le., the time interval between 
the time instant the call registers to the network and the time 
instant the mobile terminal exits the first RA). Let t ,  denote 
the inter-service time between two consecutive served calls to 
a mobile terminal 7. Suppose that the mobile terminal is in 
a RA RI when the previous call arrives and accepted by 7, it 
then moves K RAs during the inter-service time, and 7 resides 
in the j th RA for a period t, (1 5 j 5 K + 1). We consider 
a homogeneous wireless mobilz network, i.e., all RAs in the 
network are statistically identical. Assume t l ,  t z , .  . . are inde- 
pendent and identically distributed (iid) with a general proba- 
bility density function f ( t ) ,  let t, be generally distributed with 
probability density function f . ( t ) ,  and let f7(t) be theprobabil- 
ily density function of rl. Let f’(s), fE(s) and f;(s) denote 
the Laplace-Stieltjes (GS) transforms (or simply Laplace trans- 
forms) of f ( t ) ,  f&) and f?(t), respectively. Let E[&] = 1/X, 
and E[ti] = l / A m ,  From the residual life theorem ([Ill), we 
have 

ings 

where F(t )  is the distribution function of f ( t ) .  It is obvious 
that the probability a(K)  is given by 

a(0) = Pr[t, <rl], K = 0, (2) 
a(K)  = P r [ r l + t 2 + . . . + t K c t  E -  < 

< r ~ + t z + . . . + t ~ + ~ ] ,  K21. (3) 

Theorem 1 ( [ 6 ] )  If the probability density function of the inter- 
service time has only finite possible isolated poles (which is the 
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case when it has a rational Laplace transform), then the proba- 
bility a ( K )  that a mobile terminal moves across K R A s  during 
the inter-service time is given by 

1 a(K) = - 
2 ~ 3  

S 

(4) 

where U is a sufficiently small positive number. 

B. Cost Analysis for IS-41 

As a baseline comparative study, we present the cost analy- 
sis for IS41 first. Let M and F denote the total cost for basic 
moves during the inter-service time and the total cost for basic 
find, respectively (i.e., the costs incur in IS41 scheme). Since 
all location management schemes will go t h u g h t h e  move and 
findwhenever a terminating call to a mobile 7 arrives, the inter- 
service time forms the fundamental regenerative period for cost 
analysis, thus we only need to consider the signaling haffic in- 
curs during this period. 

For IS41 scheme, whenever the mobile crosses a RP. bound- 
ary, a registration will be triggered. We assume that the imit cost 
for a basic registration (i.e., basic move) is m. From Theorem 
1, M will be equal to the product of m and the average number 
of registrations incurred during the inter-service time, given by 

m 

M = m K ~ ( K )  
K=O 

where p = XJX,, which is called call-to-mobility racb. 
The basicfind operation consists of two parts. The first part 

includes the interactions between the originating switch and the 
HLR while the second part includes the interactions between 
the HLR, the VLR, the MSC (terminating switch) and the mo- 
bile. Without loss of generality, we can assume that b,zsicfind 
unit cost is 1, and the unit cost of fyst part is 6 (0 5 6 5 l), 
hence the second part will be 1 - 6. We Observe that the mes- 
sage exchanges in the first part of basicfind are almost identical 

to those in the basic move, hence we have m = 6. During one 
inter-service time, we only need onefind operation. In sum- 
mary, we obtain the total cost for IS41 during the inter-service 
time is 

Crs-ri = M + F 
6 

ff(-a) + 1 = - P + 1. ( 5 )  

C. Cost Analysis for Pointer Forwarding 

In this subsection, we develop more general model to evalu- 
ate the performance of pointer forwarding scheme. Let M' and 
F' denote the corresponding costs for the pointer forwarding 
scheme, in which every K moves will trigger a new registra- 
tion. Let S denote the cost of setting up a forwarding pointer 
between VLRs during a pointer forwarding move and let T de- 
note the cost of traversing a forwarding pointer between VLRs 
during a pointer forwardingfind. We first derive M' and F'. 
Suppose that a mobile 7 crosses i RA boundaries, then there 

are i - l i /K]  pointer creations (every K moves require K - 1 
pointer creations) and the HLR is updated Li/Kj times (with 
pointer forwarding, the mobile 7 registers every Kth move). 
Thus, we have 

Let 

S(n) = 
k=l 

then, from Theorem 1, we obtain 

1 "-1 

S(n) = - 
i=1 2 w  
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(7) 
Moreover, we have 

e(n) denote the number of pointers to be traced in order to 
find the mobile 7 in the pointer forwardingfind operation. If 
the mobile visits a RA more than once ("loop" exists among 
n moves), then 0(n)  may not need to trace n pointers, i.e., 
0(n)  5 n. From this argument and applying Theorem 1, after 
some mathematical manipulations, we obtain 

m 

F' = C T 0 ( i  - K li])~r(i) + F 

Noticing that X(1) = Eto in(i), from (6), we obtain 

M' = SX(1) + (m - S)X(K)  \ k d  I 

0 where U, denote the set ofpoles of f:(-s), 
As we mentioned in the previous subsection, we can choose 

F = 1. Thus, the total cost for TLA during the inter-service 
(lo) time can be computed as 

Next, we derive F'. M e r  last baric move operation (if any), 
the mobile 7 crosses n = i - KLi/KJ RA boundaries. Let cpFs = M, + F,  = + - /'fimg(s)f,'(-s)ds 

27r3 o-,m 
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Fig. 1. -son d U  for PFS and I M I :  solid line is for 1S-41, dash line 
is far PFS. dash& lim is for PFS using sxpnsntial appmximion for me 
inler-xrviLx time 

where 

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
For illustration purpose, we choose the hyper-exponential 

distribution model for the inter-service time and choose the 
Gamma distribution model for the RA residence time. We also 
use the distribution model with the same average inter-service 
time to approximately model the inter-service time and study 
whether the exponential model is enough for the cost ;analysis. 

Figures 1 shows the results for PFS. In this figure, we use the 
hyper-exponential distribution with the following parameters: 
M = 2, p, = p1 = 0.5, q, = 1, and = 0.5, its average is 

1/X, = pl/rl~ +m/m = 1.5. We choose the Gamma distribu- 
tion with the parameters: -y = 0.1, A, varies. Other parameters 
are given as follows: K = 10,6 = 0.8, S = 0.1 and T = 0.05. 
We also consider the worst case scenario for PFS: we assume 
Q(n) = n, i.e., there are no loops in the pointer chain, which 
gives the highest pointer tracing cost. From Figure 1, we ob- 
serve that there are significant differences between the total cost 
of PFS with the actual distribution for inter-service time and the 
total cost of PFS with the exponential approximation. Particu- 
larly, we observe that the crossing points of cost curves with 
the cost curve for IS41 are different, which implies that wrong 
decision in the tradeoff analysis can be drawn if the exponen- 
tial distribution model is used. For example, when p = 2, the 
cost curves show that IS41  works better, however, if we use the 
exponential approximation, we conclude that PFS is still better 
than the IS41, a wrong conclusion is drawn! 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have developed a new approach to carry- 

ing out cost analysis for location management in wireless mo- 
bile networks. We focus on pointer forwardiig scheme and 
present analytical results for the signaling cost under very gen- 
eral assumption. These results can be used to investigate how 
to choose the design parameters in the location management. 
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